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ABSTRACT 
This paper considers the convergence problem of parallel asynchronous bloek-iter- 
ative computation schemes. A new mathematical statespxe model for a class of 
nonlinear time-varying parallel iterative schemes is proposed. Using this model, which 
generalizes everal models of the Chazan-Miranker type, together with large-scale 
systems and Liapunov techniques, it is shown that the well-known quasidominance 
condition on a certain aggregated matrix guarantees exponential convergence of this 
class of methods. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The recent emergence of vector, array, and parallel processors with 
different high-speed low-cost alternative structures is provoking significant 
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changes in languages, programming techniques, and algorithms in general. In 
scientific computing in particular, the different ways that numerical methods 
are conceived or adapted to these new machines and architectures are 
stimulating new theoretical and applied research. Complexity, convergence, 
load Ibalancing, and comparative speedup are examples of such problems. It is 
worthy of remark that many old ideas and techniques that were abandoned in 
the past, due to the lack of sufficient computing power, are now being 
resuscitated. Examples are the ideas of diakoptics, hierarchical methods, and 
iterative methods for the solution of large sets of algebraic equations. 
More specifically, in order to solve the classical inear equation Ax = 6 
when the dimension of A is of the order of many thousands of variables, 
Gaussian elimination combined with spar&y techniques is currently consid- 
ered to be one of the most efficient methods for sequential machines. 
However, iterative techniques uch as the Jacobi, GaussSeidel, SOR, and 
conjugate-gradient, which exhibit slow convergence in sequential machines, 
are performing quite well in parallel processors. 
Typically, for large problems, iterative methods appear to be more 
effective than direct solvers. Most direct solution techniques do not have an 
inherently parallel structure and require a considerable amount of data 
communication among processors when implemented in parallel. Iterative 
methods, on the other hand, require less data communication and lend 
themselves to concurrent implementation [see references in Nour-Omid et al. 
(1987)], this being partly due to the inherent parallelism frequer.tly associated 
with such methods (e.g., the Jacobi iterative method is essentially parallel). 
These facts justify the reevaluation of the classical iterative methods imple- 
mented in parallel processors, particularly with regard to convergence condi- 
tions as well as speed of convergence. 
A parallel (or distributed) implementation of an iterative algorithm is one 
in which the computational load is shared by several processors while 
coordination is maintained by information exchange via communication links. 
Broadly speaking, there are two modes of operation of such implementations: 
synchronous and asynchronous [for a more detailed discussion of synchronism 
versus asynchronism, see Kung (1976)]. In the first, the point of departure is 
some iterative algorithm which is guaranteed to converge to the correct 
solution under the usual circumstances of sequential centralized computation 
in a single processor. The computational load of the typical iteration is then 
divided in some way (for example, pointwise or blockwise) among the 
available processors, and it is assumed that the processors exchange all 
necessary information regarding the outcomes of the current iteration befort 
a new iteration can begin. Such synchronous parallel algorithms have two 
obvious implementation disadvantages: the need to program initiation of the 
algorithm and synchronization of the iterations, which is a nontrivial task for 
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a large-scale computation; and the fact that the speed of computation is 
limited to that of the slowest processor, so that the faster processors spend 
considerable amounts of time in an idle or wait status, 
The second mode of operation is asynchronous: computation and commu- 
nication are carried out at the various processors completely independently of 
the progress in other processors. This extreme model of complete indepen- 
dence of each processor was introduced by Chaxan and Miranker (1969) (for 
point iterative schemes) as a generalization of free steering, introduced by 
Ostrowski (195!5), and was motivated by the numerical simulations of 
Rosenfeld (1967). Many researchers subsequently proposed various schemes 
-some hybrid, some nonlinear-ending with Baudet (1978) (see references 
therein), who surveyed earlier results and proposed a generalization of the 
Chazan-Miranker convergence criterion to the nonlinear case. The next 
important development, due to El Taraxi (1982) and Talukdar et al. (19&Q, 
was the introduction of a descriptive model for a class of asynchronous 
algorithms and the enunciation and proof of the first correct convergence 
conditions in the nonlinear case. Subsequently, Lubachevsky and Mitra 
(1986) introduced a variation and generalization of the Chazan-Miranker 
model and gave a convergence condition for a specific application: asyn- 
chronous computation of the stationary distribution of a Markov chain. 
Finally, Bru et al. (1988) introduced two models of parallel chaotic (asynch- 
ronous) linear iteration methods which are generalizations (block versions) of 
the Chaxan-Miranker model; they also gave convergence conditions for 
asynchronous parallel iterative multisplitting algorithms. 
In this paper a new mathematical state-space model for a class of 
nonlinear time-varying parallel asynchronous block-iterative schemes is pro- 
posed. This model, which generalizes several of those mentioned above, 
permits the application of Liapunov techniques to obtain sufficient conditions 
for the exponential convergence of the class of algorithms studied. Liapunov 
techniques have not been used in the analysis of convergence of asyn- 
chronous iterative numerical methods. In the synchronous/sequential con- 
text, the generalized distance functions used by Polak (1971), Poljak (1982), 
etc. can be regarded as Liapunov functions, as has been pointed out by 
Bertsekas (1983). 
Traditionally, in order to treat convergence problems of iterative and 
block-iterative methods, such as the Jacobi, GaussSeidel, and SOR, that are 
linear and time-invariant, techniques based on the Perron-Frobenius and 
Gerschgorin thecrems varga (1962), Young (I97I)l and I’i-i;Eatriccs 
[Robert (1969)] have been used. When disturbances caused by finite arith- 
metic and variable delays introduced by asynchronisms and memory access 
times etc. are considered, the models become nonlinear and time-varying. We 
show that the above mentioned techniques, combined with Liaptmov tech- 
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niques, can still be used to find convergence conditions for a class of 
nonlinealities. 
The usual spectn&adius convergence condition for sequential inear 
stationary or parallel synchronous schemes does not guarantee convergence 
when asynchronous parallel computation schemes are used. A well-known 
and stronger convergence condition for classical block-iterative schemes uch 
as the Jacobi and Gauss-Se&l methods to solve Ax = b is the diagonal 
dominance of the mat& A. It is shown in &is paper, using the Liapunov 
approach, that even when the block-iterative scheme is nonlinear, timevary- 
ing, and implemented in parallel using asynchronous communication, a
. .-, *..._ I 
remea concuuon ~quasidominance of an aggregate rror matri@ still guaran- 
tees the convergence of this scheme 
2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL9 FOR BLOCK-ITERATIVE 
PARALLEL COMPUTATION 
It is well known [Ortega and Rheinboldt (197011 that the problem of 
solving the equation 
f(x) =o, 0) 
where f: W ” + It3 n is sufficiently smooth, can be transformed into the prob- 
lem of finding the fixed points of an iteration that is written as follows: 
dk+‘)=g(dk),k), k=0,1,2 ,..., and x(O) given , (2) 
where g:R” x N*-,BB”. Finding fixed points x* that satisfy x* = g(x*, k), 
k=0,1,2 ,..., is equivalent to solving (1). Note also that the classical iterative 
methods to solve the linear equation Ax = b, such as the Jacobi, Gauss-§eidel, 
and SOR, correspond to the choice of f(x) = Ax - b in (1) and appropriate 
choice of g in (2). 
Since we are concerned with the parallel asynchronous computation of 
solutions of large systems of equations, it is natural to consider block-parti- 
tioned versions of (2). Finally, we view (2) as a (large-scale) discrete-time 
dynamic system: thus convergence of the iterative process to the solution of 
(1) is implied by the asymptotic stability of the discrete-time system. In order 
to -be able to use the powerful arsenal of Iiapunov techniques to solve the 
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latter problem, we propose a state-space model for a general block-iterative 
asynchronous computation scheme. 
Consider, first, the general (synchronous) block-iterative scheme de- 
scribed by the equation 
.$‘+l) = i HJj( dk), 1) 2 jk’, k=O,1,2 ,..., i=1,2 ,..., n, (3) 
J-1 
where #ER”’ Vk, N:=Cy_,n,, z@r:=(#)r ,..., zF)r)~Rr~~, and 
H,j(z(k), k) E Rn’Xn~ Vk. 
clearly, if #I := ,W - x* [where x* is the fired point of (2) and the 
solution of (l)], then (3) may be thought of as the error equation of a 
time-varying block-iterative process, and convergence of thfs process is im- 
plied by the asymptotic stability of the zero solution of the discretetime 
system described by (3). The term synchronous is used in the following sense: 
the evaluation of each of the n subvectors zp+r) is assigned, at time k, to 
one of n processors, and the exchange of subvectors between processors is 
synchronized to occur at the same lime instant (clock pulse), before a new 
iteration can begin. 
When the communication between puxxssors is not synchronous, the 
model (3) is no longer valid. There are various ways to model asynchronous 
computations, and one simple general model is the so&led ULA/D (use the 
latest available/data), terminology introduced in Talukdar et al. (1933). A 
simple way to represent this model is as follows: 
,ik+l) = gt( .(*), k), (4) 
where x(*) is the state vector composed of the latest available subvectors, 
xi*), i=l,..., n. 
To arrive at our general state-space description of a class of models of the 
type (4), we first generalize (3) to’ 
Xik+ 1) = i *qi j( x~:W~, . . . , xt$Wl ,2:(k),...,e;(k))Xj+k)) 
j-l 
for i=1,2 ,..., 12, k=0,1,2 ,..., (5) 
‘To avoid conflict of notation, we henceforth replace z of (3) by x. 
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where ej(k)E{k,k-l,...,k-d} for some integer d>O and for 
i, j = l,..., n, and for all k. 
REMARK P. Note that the nonlinear time-varying discrete-time system (5) 
or, equivalently, (6) (see below) admits the zero solution xj’) = 0 for all i, k. 
Thus, when we speak of convergence of an asynchronous iterative process we 
are speaking of the asymptotic (or exponential) stability of the zero solution 
of (5) or (6). For precise definitions of stability, see Kalmau and Bertram 
(1960) and Ortega (1973). 
REMARK 2. In model (S), at time instant k, the ith processor receives 
information from the jth processor with a time-varying delay of k - e;(k) 
units. The values of the individual delay terms e;(k) m determined by 
individual processor computation times, communication delays, memory- 
access delays, and softwareaccess delays-all of which are, in practice, 
time-varying and bounded, and thus we are making the following: 
ASSUMPTION 1. 7Yhe time tfekzys k - e;(k) are bounded aboue by the 
positive integer d for all i, j, k. 
The model (5) can be written in standard state-space form by stacking the 
variables XI&) and their delayed versions XI’-‘), I = 1,. . . , d, in a state vector. 
To do this, we introduce the following notation: 
Eli’ := Hij( xfitk)), x!$:(~)),. , . , x$(~)), e:(k) ,. . , , e,f( k)), 
X$~)‘=X$k-‘), I=0 ,..., d, i=l,.,,, n, 
gjk)T := ( (k)T (k\T xi (k)T (k)T “i.1 ““‘Xf,t-j-l,xi,d ) , 
&)T := ( g$W , 5kkjT,. . .  qy’), 
and, finally, switching functions $*&Zj’), k) that have the following property: 
for each triple i, j, k, I/J~~(x, -(&Ik) takes the value of exactly one of tbe 
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vari&les in the set 
( X(k-d’, &-d-l) 3 I ,..., xjk)), 
which is alternatively written as 
in a form appropriate for state-space representation, using the notation 
introduced above. Equation (5) can now be written in state-space form as 
follows: 
x(k+ 1) = 
i 
j-1 





with initial conditions xjy], 1= 0, 1, . . . , d, appropriately chosen. 
EXAMPLE 1. To fix ideas and explain the choice of initial conditions, 
consider the following simple linear time-invariant example (see Appendix 1). 
Suppose that the system (2) is given by 
Xl 
(k+ 1) = jx:k) , 
x2 
(k+ 1) = tx:“’ + tx;k’ 
with initial conditions xi” = i, xp) = 0. Suppose also that, in the parallel 
implementation, the processor Pl assigned to the evaluation of xl’) is twice 
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as slow as P2 (which evaluates x$ I), so that Pl updates once for every two 
P2 updates. This can be modeled as follows: 
.#+ 1) = j&-e’, 
(k+l) = 
x2 a*1 
3 W + _$$d, 
(9) 
which can be written in state-space form (7) as follows: 
Initial condition 
(k+ 1) = 1 (k) 
x1 3’1.2’ 
(k+l) = (k) 
Xl.2 X1.1’ xp\= !, 00) 
(k+l) = 
x2 ;xp + &wp’, xp = 0. 
It can be easily verified that with the initial conditions pecified in (lo), for 
k = 1,2,3, (x’,~), xLk)) is equal to (i, $), (i,$, (i, g) respectively. As 
expected, the value of x(lk) changes once for every two updates of xik! 
REMARK 3. Our model, Equation (7), being block and nonlinear, special- 
izes to the linear point Chazan-Miranker model with uniformly bounded 
delays. Inasmuch as it is state-space model, it is similar to the linear 
state-space models of Lubachevsky and Mitra (1986, Equation (4-9), p. 140) 
and Bru et al. (1988, Equation (2.19), p. l&1), but differs from both in the 
way the delayed variables are handled. Tahrkdar et al. (1983) consider the 
class of nonlinear L,+ontractions, which is a slightly different class of 
nonlinear functions from the one considered by us (see Appendix 1). 
3. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR CONVERCENCE OF 
ASYNCHRONOUS BLOCK-ITERATIVE PROCESSES 
In this section we use Liapunov techniques to find sufficient conditions 
for stability of the zero solution x$ = 0 Vi, I, k of (7). Note that the 
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asynchronous model (7) includes the synchronous model as a special case [the 
switching functions #rj(Zfk), k ) simply choose the variables xi&) for all 
i, j, k]. As a resuk, the only general necessary conditions that can be obtained 
are those necessary for the convergence of the corresponding synchronous 
iterative computation.e 
Before stating the main result we need some definitions and a lemma on 
nonnegative matrices that is a compilation of various results that have been 
stated explicitly or implitit~y in the abundant literature on such matrices. We 
use the standaxd efinitions and properties of nonnegative matrices and the 
infinity norm Ij*lloo [see, for example, Varga (1962), Berman and Plemmons 
(197911. 
DEFINITION 1. An n x n nonnegative matrix F = (&) is called 
quasidominant if there exist positive real numbers d,, . . . , d, such that 
di.& ’ C dj&j* i=l,...,n. 
j#i 
HESSARK 4. If F is not nonnegative, the &‘s are replaced by their 
moduli IX I in Moylan’s (1977) definition of quasidominance. There are other 
slightly dikerent notions of quasidominance, and different terminology (for 
instance, F is sometimes said to possess a quasidominant diagonal), but we 
will always use Definition 1. 
DEFINITION 2. A matrix H is said to belong to class 9, written H E 9, 
if, for some positive diagonal P, the matrix HTPH - P is negative definite. 
DEFINITION 3. Let A be a square matrix which can be expressed in the 
form A = rl - B for some B >, 0 and r > p(B). Then A is called a nonsingu- 
lar M-matrix. 
2Chazan and Miranker (1969) also include synchronous computation as a special case of 
their chaotic (asynchronous) relaxation and, in the linear case, give a necessary cx-mdition for the 
convergence of asynchronous computations: their condition [p(lHb < l] is stronger than (i.e. 
implies) the corresponding condition for synchronous computations [p(H) < 11, and its necessity 
is interpreted as fobvs: if it is violated, then there exists a diverging usylcbmow iteration 
sequence. 
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We can now state 
LEMMA 1. For a nonnegative matrix H, the j&llowing are equiuaknt: 
(Ll) There exists a positive diagonal matrix D such that llD’lHDll, < 1. 
(L2) The spectral radius, p(H), is strictly less than unity. 
(L3) Z - H is quAdinninfmt. 
(L4) HELB. 
(L!S) I - H is a nunsingular M-matrix. 
Proof. See Appendix 2. H 
REMARK 5. There are many equivalent characterizations of M-matrices 
[Poole and Boullion (1974), Plemmons (1977), Berman and Plemmons (197911: 
thus condition (IS) above may be the easiest to check. 
In order to state our main result, we first define the aggregate matrix 
H = (hil) as follows: hrj is defined to be the supremum of II@;&, over all 
possible values of xv(‘)) and e!@), where [see Equation (S)] _w _- 
Ific,k) := Hij( of:), xP(~)),~. . , x$(k)), ei( k) ,, . . , ei( k)). 
With a slight abuse of notation, we can write 
h (f := supIJR$)ll,. 
5.k 
(11) 
We now state our main result: 
THEOREM 1. 7’he zero solution of (7) is globally exponentially stable if 
there exist n positive real numbers d,, i = 1,. . . , n, such that 
(12) 
REMARK 6. (12) is condition (Ll) of Lemma 1. In the proof of the 
theorem, we will use (12) because it turns out to be the most convenient of 
the five equivalent conditions of Lemma 1, given our choice of Liapunov 
function. 
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REMARK 7. (12) implies that { li(:“) }is a (norm-) bounded sequence for 
all k. We wiIi use this fact in the proof. Furthermore, (12) implies that the 
zero solution is the only global equilibrium of (7) (see end of Appendix 1). 
NOTATIONFOR P OOF. n:= (l,..., n}, d:= {O,l,..., d}, and (d-l):= 
{O,l,..., d-l}. 
Proof. Consider the Liapunov-function candidate 
(13) 







i.e., V(k + 1) < V(k). 
Note that the penultimate majorization follows from (11) and (12). The 
last majorization (14) is a consequence of the fact that the range of ~ij(~(jk’, k) 
is the set {x& a$_ r,. . . , x:“)}. 
From the state-space quation (7), using Assumption 1 (namely the 
assumption that there is an upper bound of d time units on alI delays), it 
follows that the function V(k) defined in (13) can stay constant for at most d 
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steps, after which it must decrease by (12)]. In other words, there exists 
8 E (0,l) such that 
V(k)-V(k+d+1)>,Gv(k). 05) 
Equation (15) implies that there is a subsequence { V( ki)} of { V(k)} with 
k,gi(d+l) 06) 
which decays exponentially fast; i.e., for some a > 0, b E (0,1) 
V( ki) Q ab’. (17) 
Let dk) be the state vector of the time4Wying system (7), i.e. 
&)= := (rf)=, xpy, #f,.. , xp+, xp=,. . . , xg,. . . , xy,. . . , x$y) .
From the definition (13) of V(k), it follows that if we choose E as min, { d; ’ } 
=(max,{d,})“>O, then 
(17) now implies that the subsequence { ]]zc(~‘)]]~] of { ]]s(“)]]~} decays at 
least at the same rate: 
Ildk~‘ll, g ilb’ for some a” > 0. (19) 
It remains to show that, as a result, (]]s(~)]I~} also decays exponentially 
fast. For arbitrary Jr, thee AS& a greatest k, with 
k,<k<k,+d+L (20) 
Note that (7) can be written in matrix form as follows: 
&+ 1) = a( #O, k)& (21) 
where H(Ak), k) is a statedependent time-varying matrix defined by the 
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@f)‘s and $rf’s of (7). From (20) and (21) we conclude that for arbitrary k, 
a#) can be written as 
=E(k) = H( &-‘1, k - l)H( ,(k-e1, k - 2) . . . H( &kr), k&(h), 
with 06 k- k,<d. (W 
Since the R$)‘s are bounded for all k (Ftemark 7), it follows from (IO) 
and (22) that we can find a constant a’ > 0, independent of &), such that 
[by(l@,sinceO<b<l] 
a’ 
= - (d+U 
(b) (b t d -‘) dbkd(d+ 1)” [where b’ = b(d+ l)-’ < 11 
<a*(b’)k 
[ where a* = a’/( br)d] 
bY (WI 9 (24 
and this completes the proof. 
REMARK 8. From (23) it follows that as d --) a0 one has b’ + 1 and 
a * + a ‘, so that convergence could be slower with larger delays. 
REMARI~ 9. Tbe proof uses the technique introduced by Anderson and 
Moore (1981) to prove their extended Liapunov lemma. However, their proof 
used a quadratic Liapunov function for linear systems: we use a max function 
for our nonlinear system, as in !$iljak (1978, p. 259). This is discussed further 
below. 
4. DISCUSSION OF THEOREM 1 
The above result can be interpreted from different points of view: 
considering (3) as a class of nonlinear timevary$g systems, Theorem 1 can 
be viewed as a generalization of the result by Siljak (1978, Theorem 4.12), 
and this generalization is twofold: first, Theorem 1 is a block version of the 
result; second, and more important, the condition (12) assures exponential 
stability of the system (3) even when timevarying delays are present in the 
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interconnections between the subsystems represented by rjk+r) =. i?{/‘rik): 
this can be interpreted as saying that the condition (12) is robust. 
On the other hand, within the perspective of chaotic or asynchronous 
iterative methods, and in view of Lemma 1, Theorem 1 generalizes Chazan 
and Miranker (1969) in the following aspects: first, the model (7) is somewhat 
more general than their model for chaotic relaxation; second, the condition 
(12) is the block version of p(]HJ) < 1; third, the model (7) includes a class of 
nonlinearities and time-varying characteristics in the different blocks, whereas 
their model is restricted to linear iterative point methods. 
For the class of linear, synchronous, block-iterative methods, the results 
derived by Robert (1969) (specifically Theorem 5 for the block Jacobi 
method) can be obtained using our Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 (see also end of 
Appendix 3). Also, for the particular case of constant blocks and no delays, 
we can compare condition (L3) of Lemma 1, which is equivalent to (12), with 
the results obtained by Okuguchi (1978, Theorem S), which states that 
p(H) c 1 given that (i) all hii >, 0, (ii) all diagonal blocks of I - H are 
M-matrices, and (iii) 
i IItHii - I) -Ill,,IIHijlloo~ < ‘3 i=l,...,n. 
j#i i 
Observe that, in the time-invariant delayless case, (12) is equivalent o 
5 t1 - IIHiill,) -lIIHijll,~ < l9 i=l,...,n, (25) 
j+i i 
and this condition implies that p(H) < 1 (using Lemma 1) without requiring 
the I - Hii, i = 1,. . . , n, to be M-matrices. 
Note, however, that whenever IlHJ, < 1, the Banach lemma states that 
so that, under this condition, (25) implies (24). However, for Okuguchi’s 
result to hold we need the additional conditions (i) and (ii) cited above. 
Finally, we point out that Ostrowski (1955) introduced the notion of 
H-matrices, i.e. matrices which are diagonally similar to a strictly diagonally 
dominant matrix [see Fiedier and Ptak (1967)]. He showed that free-steering 
iterative methods, in which the order of performing the iterations is arbitrary, 
converge when the iteration matrix is an H-matrix. Since our model permits 
free steering, delays, and a class of nonlinearities, we have generalized his 
result to this larger class of iterative methods, provided that a certain 
aggregate matrix is an H-matrix. 
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper we have proposed a state-space model for a class of 
nonlinear block-iterative parallel asynchronous methods. This model is suffi- 
ciently general to encompass many of the different models proposed earlier 
and is suited to the derivatron of convergence conditions using fiapunov 
techniques. This approach as not been utilixed so far in this context; some of 
its advantages are the following: 
(a) clarification of the relationship between some of the different existing 
models and the corresponding convergence conditions; 
(b) convergence conditions can be expressed in terms of the “aggregate” 
matrix that is associated to the block partition: this simplifies the testing of 
the condition for large-scale systems, because no matrix inversions are re- 
quired and the infinity norm (maximum row sum) is easy to evaluate; 
(c) the classical block and point iterative convergence conditions can be 
derived as particular cases of our result; 
(d) explicit derivation of estimates for the rates of convergence is possible 
in the synchronous case (Appendix 3), and a clear relationship is obtained 
between the delays and the convergence rate in the asynchronous case. 
We also point out that the techniques used above can be easily modified 
to handle the problem of iterative methods with overlapping blocks in the 
spirit of Ohta and Siljak (1985). 
APPENDIX 1. AN EXAMPLE OF TALUKDAR ET AL. (1983) 
Talukdar et al. (1983, p. 416, Equation (422)), gave the following 
example of a nonlinear operator G : IR 2 -+ R 2: 
AX 
G:X- 
VXE T),= {X:llXll2<I}, 




and X EIW~, 
which is a vectorial norm Acontraction [p(A) < l] in De, but can generate a
diverging asynchronous iteration sequence witpZ initial condition in I&-,, thus 
providing a counterexample to Theorem 1, p. 231 of Baudet (1978). We used 
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the linear part of this example to ilhrstrate the choice of initial conditions for 
a given asynchronous iteration [see (lo)] and now return to it to ihustrate 
the differences between our Theorem 1 and Theorem 42, p. 412 in 
Tahrkdar et al. (1983). We consider only the linear part, with A and D,, as in 
(Al.l) above: 
G,:X4X:R2+W2 VXEDO. (A1.2) 
First, note that there does not exist L, 0 Q L < 1, s.t. 
~~Gl(X)-Gl(Y)~~,c~llx-~il, vx,yEDo- (A1.3) 
For example, it is enough to choose X = (l/&,O)r, Y = (0, - l/a)‘, and it 
can be easily verified that the left-hand side of (A1.3) is equal to 0.884, while 
the right-hand side is equal to 0.707, so that (A1.3) cannot be satisfied for any 
L~[O,l).Thus G, d oes not satisfy the sufficient condition of Tahrkdar et al. 
(1983): namely, it is not an L,-contraction, and so we cannot decide whether 
or not G, can generate diverging asynchronous iteration sequences. 
Observe now that, if we choose D = diag(l,3), then ]]~-rGJ$,= 
0.75 < 1, so that G, satisfies the sufficient condition (12) of Theorem 1 and 
hence generates only convergent asynchronous iteration sequences [i.e., (7) 
has an exponentially stable zero solution]. This can be interpreted as follows. 
If we consider the iterative system #+l) = G#) and let Dy@) = ~(~1 
[D = diag(l,3) as above], then @+r) = D-rGID#‘). Introducing delays as 
in Example 1, Equation (Q), for the iterative system in the new (y) coordi- 
nates, we can write the statespace quations, which have the same form as 
(10) (replacing xi 1 
ydk+V = f#’ + #, 
by y,,J except that the last equation becomes 
and it is easy to see that, in the new basis, the 
Liapunov function defined in (13) is just the L--norm of the state vector 
:= (yr, Y~,~, y ,,, ye). Clearly, this observation. is not specific to this example 
and indeed is valid in the general case ot Theorem 1: equivalently, following 
#alman and Bertram (lQ60, Example 2, p. 398), we may say that if 
H(x(~)) := (H,,(x”~), k)) [see (3)], then !Z(r(k))x(k) is a contraction using the 
norm ll4l ‘~m~4{C111~dl~~~ in the sense that ]]Lf(xck))xck)]] < ]]x(“)]]. This 
also implies that the zero solution is the only equilibrium of (3). 
APPENDIX 2. PROOF aF E@MMA 1 
For ease of reference, we reproduce Lemma 1 below and provide one 
possible scheme of proof, citing references to the literature for the various 
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implications and e@valences. A vexsioll of this lemma [without (U)] ap- 
pears in Ohta and Siljalc (1985). 
LEMMA 1. 
lent: 
For a nonnegative matrix H = ( hij), the ji&wing are equiua- 
(Ll) There exists a positiue diagonal D such that IID-‘HDIJ, < 1. 
(L2) The spectral mdius, p(H), is strictly lacss than unity. 
(L3) I - H is guasidbminant. 
(L4) H E 9 := { H: 3 positiw diagonal P s.t. HTPH - P is negatioe 
dejkite } . 
(LS) I - H is a nonsinguIar M-mat&. 
Pmofi (Ll) * (L3): By calculation. From Definition 1, Section 3, I - H 
isquasidominantiffthweexist di>O, i=l,...,n,suchthat 
di(l - hii) ~ C d,hij 
j*i 
for i=l,...,n @w 
l> hii + C 5h.. 
j~i di ‘J 
for i=l,...,n 
” d 
1~ c “h. 
j-1 di ” 
for i=l,...,n 
where D:=diag(d,,*.*,d,). 
Note that in (A2.1) the easily deduced fact that hii < 1 for all i is used. 
(13) *(LA) is proved in Moylan (1977, Theorem 4, p. 57); see also 
Moylan and Hill (1978, Appendix, Theorem A.2). 
(U) *(L2) is a classical result of Liapunov theory: see, for example, 
Kalman and Bertram (1960). 
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(L2) * (W) follows from thy definition of a nonsingular M-matrix (Defioi- 
tion 3, Section 3) with r :=l>p(H), B:=W>,Qand k:=I-H. 
(L3) 0 (L5): Moylan (1977, p. 56) makes the observation that if a matrix 
has the sign pattern required of an M-matrix, then it is quasidominant if and 
only if it is an M-matrix. In our case, since H is nonnegative, clearly I - H 
has ah offdiagonal entries nonpositive, and the equivalence isnow obvious. 
REMARK. (Ll)d(L2) can be proved directly from the properties of 
nonnegative matrices. From Varga (1962, p. 47, Exercise 2), we know that, if 
H = (hii) is an 12 X n nonnegative matrix, and d is any vector with positive 
components dr,...,d,, then 
where D= diag(d,,..., d,). From (A2.2) it follows directly that (IA) =$ (L2). 
More interestingly, (L2) * (Ll) can also be proved directly for nonnegative 
irredgzcible matrices. For such matrices the inequality in (A2.2) is strict, and 
if P” is the hyperoctant of strictly positive vectors d > C (i.e. vectors which 
have all components trictly positive), then it follows that 
where B* is the set of positive diagonal matrices. Choosing the positive 
eigenvector y E P* corresponding to the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue, p(H), 
of the irreducible matrix H shows that equality is valid in (A2.3).3 From this 
we conclude [as in Varga (1962, Equation. (2.22), p. 32)] 
p(H) = Dinn*llD-'HDII,. 
By hypothesis (L2), p(H) and hence the infimum in 
than one, from which it follows that there exists 
IID[‘HD,II, < 1, which is (Ll). 
W.4) 
(A2.4) is strictly less 
DUE g* such that 
3This is the step that breaks down if H is reducible; for such an H the Perron-Frobenius 
eigenvector need not be strictly positive (i.e. in I’*). 
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APPENDIX 3. THE SYNCHRONOUS CASE 
The specialization of Theorem 1 to the case of synchronous iterations 
represented by the model (3) can be derived using a quadratic Liapunov 
function [we note, in passing, that this quadratic function does not seem to 
be suitable for handling the delays that appear in the model (7)]. Note also 
that we do not specify the vector and matrix norms used in this appendix, 
because the results are valid for any p-norm, p E [l, co]. 
Consider the system (3) [in this appendix we replace z of (3) by x], and 
let 
h H:=(hij), ~‘k’ := (Hij( X’k’, k)). (A3.1) 
We also introduce the following notation: Given xT = (XT,. . . , xz), xi E (Wni, 
let I[r]lT:= (IlxJ ,..., Ilx,]]) E RrX”. For yT= (yr ,..., y,) E lRrxn we write 
y>,O iff yi>,O tli; and for Y,zEIW”, Y>,Z iff y-~30. Similarly, for 
A = (aij) E OB”‘“, A >, 0 iff Uij z 0 Vi, j. For example, in (A3.1), H>, 0, 
Finally, ( - , - ) is the standard inner product in Iw n. 
Using (A3.1) and the notation above, we can write 
[$k)x(k)] < H(rdk’J. (A3.2) 
We are now ready to prove: 
LEMMA A3.1. The zero solution of (3) is globally exponentially stable if 
matrix I - H is quasidominunt (see Lemma 1 fbr othw equivalent conditions 
on H). 
Proof. Let 
V( x(k)) = ~ dillxlk’l12 
i=l 
(A3.3) 
=(ix(k)J,D[x(k)l), where D=diag(d,,...,d,). (A3.4) 
Let AV(xtk)) := V(xfk+r)) - V(rck)). 
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For the system (3), 
f ( H[dk’n, DHl[dk’ll) [by (A3.211 (A3.5) 
Note that (A3.6) follows from the Perron-Frobenius theorem, since H is a 
nonnegative matrix and I[x(~)~ a nonnegative vector for all k. 
From (A3.5) we can conclude that 
AV(#) G @dkq,(woH - D)~dq). (A3.7) 
The right-hand side of (A3.7) is always negative (for r(‘) ;rt: 6) iff H’DH - D 
is negative definite (i.e. HE ZB), and by Lemma 1 (see Appendix 2), we 
know that a sufficient condition for this to happen is I - H quasidominant. 
Finally, since V(m) is radially unbounded, by (A3.6) we are done: i.e., the 
system is globally exponentially stable with decay rate Pi < 1 (by 
Lemma 1). 
REMAU. From (A3.6) we can conclude that 
AV(dk))< - [l-p(H)‘]V(dk)). (A3.8) 
The right-hand side of (A3.8) is always negative because V(a) is always 
positive (for x (‘) # 0), and from Lemma 1, I - H is quasidominant iff 
p(H) < 1, which implies that 1 - p( H)2 > 0. This is an alternative proof of 
Lemma A3.1. 
Now, if we consider, for example, the classical block Jacobi method for 
solving Ax = b with a CO~~OIBI~ partition of A = (Aij), the corresponding 
error equation is written in the form (3) as follows: 
for i# j, 
for i= j, 
Hij(.r’k’, k) = A,d’Aij; 
H,j( X’k’, k) = 0. 
(A3.9) 
Consequently, for this case, using (i) the definition of quasi-blockdiagonal 
dominance [Okuguchi (1978, Definition l)] and (ii) the equivalence of 
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quasi-blockdiagonal dominance of A = ( Aij) and the quasidominance of 
I - H, Lemma A3.1 implies that 
i ,,A,;‘Ai,,$ < 1 for i = 1,2,...,n 
j#i i 
(A3.10) 
assures the convergence of the block Jacobi method. Furthermore, if in (A3.9) 
we assume 
hii = 0 and hij = IlAti’ll.llAijll, 
then 
i IIA,‘IIqIAijl$ c 1 for i = l,...,n (A3.11) 
j+i i 
also assures the convergence of the block Jacobi method (by Lemma A3.1). 
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